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"My choreographies are based on a very personal musical research and rhythm to stimulate creativity and surpassing oneself" 

Fabio Crestale 

Representations 
since 2018 

➢ Théâtre Monsigny de
Boulogne-sur-mer, France
( December 6, 2018)

➢ Théâtre communal de
Sens, France
(October 6, 2018)

➢ Centre d’Art et de Culture
de Meudon, France
(April 5, 2018)

➢ Festival Entrez dans la
danse à Paris, France
(June 2, 2019)

➢ Gala Royal Academy of
Dance, Italy
(July 5 ,  2019)

➢ Festival La Scène
Faramine, France
(August 3, 2019)

➢ Festival Cadences
d’Arcachon, France
(September 21, 22, 2019)

➢ Théâtre Municipal de Sens,
France
(October 4, 2019)

The show 

De Hominie deals with harassment that can creep into all aspects and spaces of our life. 
The prevailing norms and values of society establishes a hierarchy among individuals and 
leaves gaps in which violence and its perverse effects can be exerted. Through the 
testimony of an individual whose perceived difference and weakness makes him an easy 
victim, the play reveals bodies marked by this hostility and aggressiveness. Repeated 
abuse has a devastating effect on the individual. They gradually destroy the human, his 
physical integrity and invade his living space. 

The space of each one is materialized in the second part of the show by the carpets. Each 
one explores inside his carpet, metaphor of his own envelope, the possibilities of his 
being. Safe. Until spaces intermingle and endanger the weakest. In front of the group, for 
the harassed, it is a permanent fight to resist the submission and to keep his dignit

De Homine 
Cie IFunamboli 
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The distribution 

Artistic direction and choreography : Fabio Crestale 
Assistant Choreography : Rafael Molina 
Dancers : Andrea Apadula, Arnaud Baldaquin, Brian Caillet, Pedro Lozano Gomez 
Lights : Alexandre Boghossian 

Fabio Crestale: Choreographer 

Trained at the Ballets of Toscany in Florence, IALS in Rome and California in Milan, 
Fabio Crestale then perfectioned his skills in international centers like Steps and Alvin Ailey 

Dance Center in New York, the Columbus in Zurich and the Laban Center in London. 

He danced for Doppio Movimento, Steptext Dance Company, La Petite Entreprise, 
Richard Siegal's company and Laurence Fanon with the Compagnie Baroque 

in France. He played the role of the father in Mats Ek's "The Sleeping Beauty" 
for the Eko Dance Project Company. 

He also danced at the Opéra National de Paris in Maurice Béjart's "Boléro" ballets 
"La Source" by Jean-Guillaume Bart and in the operas "La Damnation de Faust", 

"La Traviata" and "Rusalka". He dances "The Firebird" as guest soloist of the Mandala 
Dance Company of Rome. 

As a choreographer, he signed his first duet in 2009: "Due Entity" 
and received the 2016 Danzascoli Prize for his work as a choreographer. 

Technical sheet 
of the show 

Scene of 8m wide and 7m 
deep minimum 
4 dancers on scene 
1 choreographer 
55 mins 
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Partners 

and co- 

producers 

The company 
IFUNAMBOLI was able 
to carry out the 
creation of its "De 
Homine" thanks to the 
help of the National 
Dance Center of 
Pantin (loan of 
studios) and 
Micadanses (residence) 
as well as the co-
production of the 
Regional Council of 
Burgundy and Franche-
Comté, the Synodales 
Competition and the 
Royal Academy of 
Dance, Italy. 
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Tél: 06 75 66 25 45 - 06 37 55 57 44

The Cie IFunamboli 

The company IFunamboli was founded in 2011 in Paris by Fabio Crestale to satisfy his strong creative desires. 
The choreographies of Fabio Crestale give pride of place to dance, to music, and are always full of poetry ... 

To date, Fabio Crestale has choreographed a dozen short formats for his own company, which have been presented 
in many festivals in Europe: Venice Biennale (Italy), Ammutinamenti Festival of Ravenna (Italy), festival "Quasi 
Solo" from Brescia (Italy), Festival 360° in Paris (France), Dance Immersion Festival Cagli (Italy), Palcoscenic 
 Danza festival in Turin (Italy), Villa Nova festival in Villeneuve-sur-Yonne (France), On dance festival! In 
Triggiano (Italy), AnticorpiXL festival in Ravenna (Italy), Civitanova Danza festival (Italy) and the 
Valencia Contemporary Dance Festival (Spain) ... 

Fabio Crestale also invited two other choreographers to collaborate with him for the company on two 
different projects. The duo "Fragments" (2011) was created with Béa Buffin (Cé Béa Buffin, Paris). 
The solo "Actions after the war" (2013) was created by Paolo Mohovitch (Balletto dell'Esperia, Turin) 
for Fabio Crestale. 


